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Robotic process automation is captivating enterprises, promising workforce task efficiencies and 
augmented skills. Most RPA providers stress the importance of the automation and orchestration of 
bots as they scale. AntWorks believes in a different priority.
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Introduction
In an earlier report, we discussed the question of whether and how robotic process automation (RPA) 
will scale within enterprises. The concern begins with how many bots an enterprise starts with and 
how many it can effectively use and manage. We noted then that RPA scale is not necessarily tied to 
the number of bots deployed, or how often they are called – rather, by the quality of the data acted 
on by bots, the rules that trigger their use or execute their function, and how changes can be made 
when logic or the linkages to various data sources and targets alter. Most RPA vendors got started by 
focusing on the automation and orchestration of bots as they scale. Among the ways that AntWorks 
enables scale is how it prioritizes the quality and velocity of the data needed and acted on by bots.

451 TAKE

We believe that the value of RPA is not directly derived from automated tasks per se, but rather 
the intelligence of the automated tasks. Indeed, machine learning will play a vital role in examining 
tasks and processes to extract more intelligent ways of doing things – but only when the quality, 
reliability and availability of the data used within and acted on by bots is sufficient and meaningful. 
This means that RPA platforms must also be evaluated against their ability to address data 
quality management; how APIs and other connector technology are used to integrate, curate 
and disseminate tasks; and how rules can be captured to execute control over bot behavior and 
outcomes. AntWorks is among the few RPA providers that makes such an approach to data 
quality a priority above task automations.

Details
The early offerings of many RPA vendors focused on building out simple and straightforward tools to 
codify and automate task-oriented workflows. The first software robots (bots) were borne of simple 
scripting and screen-scaping techniques to capture data needed of worker tasks that were then 
automated deploying modest workflow engines. In some cases, nascent optical character recognition 
technology was included and used to interpret unstructured data. The bot revolution was born.

Today, examination of various RPA architectures shows that they have several common, more mature 
capabilities that include workflow engines, scripting/screen-scraping tools, access management (in 
some cases identify and access management) and orchestration engines to enable bot execution, 
management and scale. The more sophisticated RPA platforms use a broad range of machine learning 
technology to extract patterns and insights from structured and unstructured data, as well as help 
intelligently design and redesign bot quality and capabilities. Still, at their heart, automation engines 
remain the priority.

To truly scale, AntWorks thinks that RPA technology must make data velocity and accuracy the priority. 
Its ANTstein SQUARE integrated automation platform includes a fractal-based cognitive machine-
reading engine to ingest and interpret structured and unstructured data. Its data curation capabilities 
include preprocessing (to inspect and improve data quality); document identification and classification; 
data certainty with accuracy and confidence metrics; data contextualization (understands natural 
language and performs sentiment analysis); and data enrichment that reconciles, validates and 
enriches data based on business process rules. The platform supports API integration and is equipped 
with a prebuilt connector library for data ingestion from/to multiple data sources and targets.

For AntWorks, automation is the easy part. Among the challenges to bot scale – and indeed the quality 
of their intelligence – is how well the RPA platform handles and enhances the quality of data as its 
captured, and as it changes. ANTstein SQUARE was designed with this principle as a priority.


